The Last Lie

Stephen Whites most recent bestseller, The Siege, featured his series character Sam Purdy in a
relentlessly paced stand-alone thriller that critics hailed as brilliantly conceived and executed
(Publishers Weekly) and the best and most interesting terrorism thriller Ive seen. (The
Washington Post) Now, in The Last Lie, White returns to his Alan Gregory series roots with
the popular characters and Boulder setting that first launched him onto the bestseller lists and
attracted legions of fiercely loyal fans.Shortly after Alan and Lauren welcome their affluent
new neighbors - a legal legend in womens rights law and his beautiful wife - the couple hosts a
dinner party that ends in quiet disaster. One of their guests, a young widow, elects to spend the
night after indulging in too much wine, only to wake the next morning with no memory
beyond getting ready for bed. Was she drugged? Raped? Lauren, a deputy district attorney,
and detective Sam Purdy are both privy to facts they cant share with Alan, but Alan soon
discovers that he has a most unusual perspective into what truly happened after the dinner
party. Before Alan can discover all the pieces to the puzzle, an important witness to the events
is murdered. Alan fears that other witnesses - people he loves - will be next. Smart, topical,
and deftly plotted, The Last Lie delivers the pulse-pounding return of one of contemporary
fictions most enduring heroes.
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The Last Lie has ratings and reviews. E said: While I am still a big fan of this series, methinks
White must have some kind of hold over his pu. Everyone liesbut some lies are
elevateexperience.com Claire Daniels, life is good. She has everything she's ever wanted a
career she loves, friends she can rely on a.
THE TWISTY NEW PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER FROM THE BESTSELLING
AUTHOR OF AFTER ANNA, KILLING KATE AND COPYCAT Everyone lies but s . In
White's winning 18th Alan Gregory thriller (after The Siege), the Boulder, Colo., psychologist
gets off on the wrong foot with his new neighbor.
About The Last Lie. Thankfully Alan and Lauren Gregory aren't on the guest list when their
affluent new neighbors hold a housewarming party-because the next . Stephen White's writing
skills are apparent in The Last Lie. He doesn't race the reader to the puzzle's solution, instead
allowing his. (The Washington Post) Now, in The Last Lie, White returns to his Alan Gregory
series roots with the popular characters and Boulder setting that first launched. The Last Lie by
Alex Lake - book cover, description, publication history.
The latest from Stephen White, The Last Lie, finds Alan Gregory in an even more
contemplative mood than usual, which is contemplative indeed. What has him. Read The Last
Lie by Stephen White with Rakuten Kobo. Thankfully Alan and Lauren Gregory aren't on the
guest list when their affluent new neighbors hold a. Watch the video for The Last Lie I Told
from Saves the Day's Through Being Cool for free, and see the artwork, lyrics and similar
artists. The Paperback of the The Last Lie by Stephen White at Barnes & Noble. FREE
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Shipping on $ or more!.
The Last Lie She Toldis going on tour with Rachel's Random Resources, if you wish to
participate please contact me.
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